Classroom #6 Week of 11-9-2020

Monday, November 9, 2020: Gluing our paper hands onto Construction paper

Hello Bloomingdale family,

We will be having our live zoom call 9:20am-10:00am

We will start by singing our Good Morning song. We will then take attendance by reading each students symbol and asking the group if each child is present. Then we will discuss how many students came to class. After we will share how our weekend went. Later we will do a fun large group activity: Children will be gluing the hands we cut out on Friday onto construction paper. Please prepare a glue stick, a new sheet of construction paper and something to color with.

Thank you so much for making sure your child has the best learning experience.
Wednesday, November 11, 2020: Parent Teacher Conferences

November 13, 2020 : Learning about different shapes and cutting those shapes out

Hello Bloomingdale family,

We will be having our live zoom call 9:20am-10:00am

We will start by singing our Good Morning song. We will then take attendance by reading each student’s symbol and asking the group as a collective if each child is present. Then we will discuss how many students came to class. Later we will do a fun large group activity Children will be learning about different shapes and cutting those shapes out. After we will point out things around us that have those same shapes. Please prepare a pair of scissors and construction paper with shapes on it for your child to cut out. I attached how the paper should look.

Thank you so much for making sure your child has the best learning experience.